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Introduction
1

A Cash Flow Collateralized Debt Obligation, or cash flow CDO, is a structured
finance product that securitizes a diversified pool of debt assets into multiple classes
of notes from the cash flows generated by such assets.
Cash flow CDOs offer investors access to a diversified and actively managed portfolio
of credit risks in a single investment that provides enhanced returns that correspond
to each investor’s appetite for risk. Investors in CDO senior and mezzanine notes can
earn high returns relative to similarly rated asset-backed securities. CDO equity
investors can earn leveraged returns.
Cash flow CDOs offer asset managers and issuing institutions a range of benefits,
depending on the structure and motivation of each transaction. Asset managers can
increase assets under management while locking in committed funds and achieving
some protection from market value volatility. Issuing institutions can sell off portfolio
credit risk, reduce regulatory capital requirements and lower funding costs.
Cash flow CDOs should be distinguished from market value CDOs, which are not
discussed in this guide. Whereas market value CDOs are managed to pay off
liabilities through the trading and sale of collateral, cash flow CDOs are managed to
pay off liabilities from the interest and principal payments of collateral. This means
that unlike market value CDOs, cash flow CDOs focus primarily on managing the
credit quality of the underlying portfolio rather than the volatility of its market value.
Collateral Asset
Classes

Subject to investment guidelines set by each individual CDO, the underlying assets
may be static or revolving, and may consist of any variety and configuration of:
n
n
n
n
n
n
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Note Classes and the
Priority of Payments

Corporate bonds,
Bank loans,
Emerging market sovereign debt,
Project finance debt,
Asset-backed securities (ABS) and other structured finance securities (such as
CMBS, RMBS and HEL), and
2
Credit derivatives

The underlying collateral is managed by an asset manager who generally has
demonstrated experience in managing the asset classes mandated by the transaction.
The asset manager, who often has broad discretion to purchase and trade collateral,
plays a key role in each CDO transaction.
The securities issued by the CDO are tranched into rated and unrated classes of
notes and equity, where the rating of each note class is determined by its position in
the priority of payments and other rating criteria. Payments of interest and principal to
the various note classes (or liabilities) issued by a CDO are generally made
sequentially, such that payment is first made to the most senior class and then to
other classes, in the order of their subordination. These payments are made solely
from the cash flows received from the underlying assets (including hedges).

1

In this guide, collateralized bond obligations (CBOs) and collateralized loan obligations (CLOs) are both referred to as
collateralized debt obligations (CDOs).
2
For more information, please see The Barclays Capital Guide to Credit Derivatives.
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The senior notes are usually rated AAA to A and have first claim on cash flows. The
mezzanine and subordinated notes are usually rated BBB to B and have a
subordinate claim on cash flows. The equity tranche, which occupies a first-loss
position, is generally unrated and receives all or most of the residual interest proceeds
of the collateral. The CDO equity represents a leveraged investment in the collateral;
it has both a higher expected return and a higher volatility of return than the
underlying assets.
Arbitrage,
Balance Sheet
and Synthetic CDOs

Cash flow CDOs are usually classified as either arbitrage or balance sheet
transactions. Arbitrage transactions attempt to capture for equity investors the spread
between the relatively high yielding assets and the lower yielding liabilities
represented by the rated notes. Balance sheet transactions, by contrast, are primarily
motivated by the issuing institutions’ desire to remove loans and other assets from
their balance sheets, to reduce their regulatory capital requirements and improve their
return on risk capital. Some balance sheet transactions use credit derivatives to
transfer the credit risk of assets from balance sheets to CDOs without the sale or
transfer of the assets themselves. These structures, which may be non-funded or
partially funded, are called “synthetic CDOs.”

Market Growth

First issued in the late 1980s, CDOs emerged in the late 1990s as the fastest growing
sector of the asset-backed securities market. According to Standard & Poor’s, global
funded cash flow CDO issuance volume total $59.97 billion in 2001, an increase of
over 22% from the preceding year’s $48.80. The total number of funded cash flow
CDO transactions issued in 2001 was 167, up 38% from 121 issued in 2000. In
addition, Standard & Poor’s also rated 29 Synthetic CDO transactions with rated pool
3
notional of $29.4 billion. This growth reflects the increasing appeal of CDOs for a
growing universe of asset managers and investors, which now include insurance
companies, mutual fund companies, unit trusts, investment trusts, commercial banks,
investment banks, pension fund managers, private banking organizations and
structured investment vehicles.
Particularly notable has been the growth of the CDO market in Europe since 1998.
Cash issuance more than doubled to €46.4 billion in 2001, up from €19 billion in 2000.
European Synthetic CDO volume grew nearly 52% to $32 billion in2001, from $21.1
4
billion in 2000 (see Chart 1). This very rapid pace of growth stems in part from the
expansion of Europe’s high yield market and the growing comfort of European
investors with structured finance products. Both trends have been spurred by the
launch of the euro, which has consolidated and energized credit markets on the
Continent.

Product Evolution

Cash flow CDOs have undergone considerable evolution over the last thirteen years.
Most notably, CDOs have greatly expanded the range of their collateral asset classes,
moving beyond high yield bonds and bank loans to include asset-backed securities,
emerging market bonds and loans, credit derivatives and other very specialized forms
of debt. CDOs have also developed a great variety of structures and special features,
including intricate priorities of payment, multiple hedges, complex definitions and
multiple cash flow diversion triggers. All these asset classes and structural features
require careful analysis, as each impacts the risks and returns of different classes of
investors.

3
4
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CDO Resiliency: Negative Credit Cycle Puts the Product to the Test, Standard & Poor’s, February 6, 2002
CDO Resiliency: Negative Credit Cycle Puts the Product to the Test, Standard & Poor’s, February 6, 2002

CHART 1: SHARE OF CDOS IN ABS ISSUANCE BY COLLATERAL IN
EUROPE (1996 – 2001)
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Benefits to Asset Managers and CDO Equity Investors
The growing popularity of CDOs over the past few years is attributable to a number of
features that benefit CDO asset managers and equity investors:
Insulation from Market
Value Volatility

The cash flow CDO structure allows asset managers to focus primarily on managing
the credit quality of the underlying portfolio rather than the volatility of its market value,
or net asset value (NAV).
CDO asset managers, however, cannot ignore the market values of underlying
assets, which generally serve as leading indicators of improvement or deterioration of
5
credit quality. In some transactions, overcollateralization ratios account for defaulted
assets at the lower of their market value or their predetermined expected recovery
rate. In such transactions, sufficient decline in market value of one or more defaulted
assets may cause a diversion in cash flows from the subordinated noteholders to the
senior noteholders.

Leveraged Yield

Broad Diversification

CDO equity investors can earn leveraged returns on the underlying assets at the cost
of bearing greater risk. This risk is mitigated by broad portfolio diversification and
active portfolio management.
CDOs are governed by diversification guidelines. These guidelines mandate
diversification by issuer, industry, asset class and region, by more than one of these
criteria.
1. Diversification by Issuer
CDOs generally mandate a large number of issuers, to diversify credit across a
broad portfolio of underlying obligors. Concentration limits, which determine the
maximum exposure to any single obligor, vary widely between transactions. For
example, they are typically much lower in CDOs of leveraged bank loans than in
CDOs of emerging market debt. However, higher average obligor concentration
usually requires a higher subordination level to achieve the same rating.
2. Diversification by Industry
CDOs generally cap exposure to particular industries. While industries can be
defined in a number of ways, and some issuers are active across industries, the
industry diversification requirement offers investors substantial protection in the
event of a downturn in any one industry or in two or more highly correlated
industries.
3. Diversification by Asset Class
Most CDOs require diversification across two or more asset classes. For example,
high yield CDO transactions allow varying amounts of leveraged bank loans,
emerging market debt and structured finance securities. CDOs of asset-backed
securities (ABS) may require investment across ABS asset classes, such as
commercial and consumer, or revolving and non-revolving, that have different
interest rate risk profiles.

5

4

For definitions of “overcollateralization” and “overcollateralization ratios,” please refer to page 25.

4. Diversification by Region
Most CDOs allow investment in assets from different regions. For example, most
U.S. high yield CDOs allow limited exposure to obligors in Europe. Similarly,
emerging market CDOs require obligors from a number of emerging market
countries and regions.
5. Ability to buy Synthetic Assets
Since most CDOs allow varying amounts of exposure to synthetic securities,
asset managers can synthetically procure at par assets that are sparsely available
or that trade at a premium. Synthetic CDOs generally acquire all their assets in
synthetic form.
Increase in Assets
under Management

Arbitrage CDOs allow asset managers to increase assets under management and
generate new management fees quite quickly. Balance sheet transactions, by
contrast, are generally structured to transfer assets or risk from the balance sheet of
sponsoring institutions. (Some arbitrage CDOs have also transferred some assets
from the asset manager’s existing funds.)

Committed Funds

Most cash flow CDO transactions have non-call provisions of up to 5 years, which
prohibit investors from withdrawing funds. This feature protects asset managers and
long-term investors from liquidating assets at depressed prices as a result of
withdrawals by short-term investors. CDO structures also make optional redemptions
conditional on the consent of the holders of a majority of the CDO’s equity, protecting
equity and subordinated noteholders from losses that may result from the sale of
assets at depressed prices.

Stability of
Management Fees

For asset managers, non-call provisions have the added benefit of locking in asset
management fees, most of which are generally payable only after interest payments
have been made on rated notes. Furthermore, since the fees accrue on the par
amount rather than on the market value (or NAV) of the collateral, the volatility of
these fees is further reduced. The amounts payable to the asset manager and the
position of asset management fees in the priority of payments vary greatly between
transactions. The amount of the management fees partly depends on the type of
underlying assets, the size of the transaction and the position of fees in the priority of
payments.

Senior and
Subordinated Fees
Incentive Fees

Barclays Capital

Some transactions allow payment of a fee that is senior in priority of payment to the
senior-most notes. However, the bulk of the asset management fees are usually
subordinated to the interest on all the rated notes.
In CDO transactions, the asset manager may also enjoy the benefit of contingent
incentive fees that are payable if the asset manager meets performance targets for
the CDO’s equity. Incentive fees of this kind allow asset managers to participate with
equity investors in the transaction’s potential upside.
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Types of Cash Flow CDOs
CDOs can be classified by 1) structural characteristics, 2) issuer motivation, 3) asset
class composition, and 4) the region or country of the collateral.
FIGURE 1:
TYPES OF CASH FLOW CDO TRANSACTIONS

Cash Flow CDOs

Classification by
Structure

Cash
Structures

Synthetic
Structures

Arbitrage CDOs

Balance Sheet
CDOs

Types of Assets

Types of Assets

Ÿ High Yield Bonds
Ÿ Leveraged Loans (both Term Loans
and Revolving Credits)
Ÿ Investment Grade Debt (Bonds, Term
Loans and Revolving Credits)
Ÿ Emerging Market Debt
Ÿ Mezzanine Debt
Ÿ Project Finance Debt
Ÿ Asset-Backed Securities
Ÿ Mortgage-Backed Securities
Ÿ Stripped Securities (IOs and POs)
Ÿ REIT Debt
Ÿ Distressed Debt
Ÿ DIP Financings
Ÿ Private Equity
Ÿ Hedge Funds
Ÿ Derivative Exposures

Ÿ Investment Grade Loans (both Term
Loans and Revolving Credits)
Ÿ Leveraged Loans (Term and
Revolving)
Ÿ Emerging Market Debt
Ÿ Project Finance Debt
Ÿ Asset-Backed Securities
Ÿ Mortgage-Backed Securities
Ÿ REIT Debt
Ÿ Forfaiting Debt
Ÿ Distressed Debt
Ÿ DIP Financings
Ÿ Derivative Exposures

CDOs are classified into two broad structural categories: cash structures and
synthetic structures.
Cash Structures are used by most CDOs. In these structures, liabilities are issued for
cash, which is then used to buy assets.
Synthetic Structures (also called credit derivative structures) use credit derivatives to
transfer the credit risk of the reference assets from the issuer’s balance sheet to the
CDO without selling those assets. Synthetic structures are mostly used by banks for

6

balance sheet CDO transactions. Because synthetic transactions often do not involve
the issuance and placement of CDO securities, they tend to be larger than cash
transactions. The liability structures of Synthetic CDOs may consist of a combination
of funded notes and credit derivatives. While Synthetic CDOs are commonly used for
balance sheet transactions, during the last two years, some managed arbitrage CDOs
have been issued using Synthetic CDO structures.
Synthetic structures fall into two basic categories: non-funded and partially funded.
While non-funded structures issue no securities at all, partially funded structures issue
securities to partially fund the acquisition of assets.
Classification by
Issuer Motivation

When defined by issuer motivation, CDOs are classified into two types: arbitrage
CDOs and balance sheet CDOs.
Arbitrage cash flow CDOs are transactions in which a CDO issues two or more
tranches of debt (generally rated both investment-grade and non-investment grade)
and equity. The proceeds are then used to buy a portfolio of assets whose cash flows
are pledged to secure timely payment of interest and principal to the CDO’s liabilities.
The arbitrage results from the positive spread between the largely non-investment
grade assets and the investment grade liabilities. The greater the spread between the
coupons of the assets and the rated liabilities, the greater the potential leveraged yield
on the equity. As a result, the return on CDO equity, in the absence of defaults on
assets, greatly exceeds the weighted average coupon earned on the underlying
portfolio. This return can be further enhanced, if the assets are purchased at a
discount to par.
Balance sheet CDOs are often referred to as “bank balance sheet CLOs,” because
they have primarily involved securitization of commercial and industrial loans (C&I
loans) coming from the balance sheets of large and highly rated banks. Issuers
generally use these transactions to obtain regulatory capital relief and/or to lower their
funding costs. A balance sheet CDO can free up risk-based capital for redeployment,
thereby improving the bank’s return on capital and its return on risk assets. Balance
sheet CDOs may also lower the cost of funding and create arbitrage opportunities, by
issuing CDO liabilities that are more highly rated than the issuing bank.
Balance sheet CDOs often use synthetic structures to achieve the transfer of risk
without the transfer of assets from the balance sheet of the issuing bank (or financial
institution). Balance sheet CDOs have developed a wide variety of structures, each
designed to meet the different needs of its issuer.
A small percentage of balance sheet CDOs have employed master trust structures
similar to those used by asset-backed securities (ABS) to securitize consumer assets
such as credit cards and mortgages. Master trust structures allow repeat issuance of
liabilities by the same special purpose vehicle (SPV).
The bulk of CDO activity in Europe has so far involved balance sheet CDOs
sponsored by large, highly rated European banks.

Classification by
Asset Class

CDOs can also be classified by the kinds of underlying assets in which they invest.
Examples include:
a) CDOs of high yield and investment grade bonds (CBOs)
b) CDOs of leveraged bank loans (CLOs)
c) CDOs of investment grade bank loans (bank balance sheet CLOs)

Barclays Capital
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d) CDOs of project finance debt (project finance CDOs)
e) CDOs of asset-backed securities (CDOs of ABS)
f)

CDOs of mortgage-backed securities, including REIT debt (CDOs of MBS)

g) CDOs of debt securities issued by other CDOs (CDOs of CDOs)
h) CDOs of forfaiting debt
i)

CDOs of non-performing or distressed assets

j)

CDOs of private equity (sometimes called CEOs)

k) CDOs of hedge funds (a type of fund of funds sometimes called CFOs)
l)

CDO of derivative exposures

Depending on the manager’s expertise and experience, a CDO transaction may
permit investments in more than one asset type (except in cases such as CDOs of
forfaiting debt, where the manager’s expertise may be so specialized as to preclude
diversification across different asset types). For example, most arbitrage CDOs of
high yield bonds (the most common type of CDO) allow limited investment in bank
loans, emerging market debt, structured finance debt and synthetic securities.
Classification by
Country or Region

The region or country of domicile of the obligors is often used to describe a CDO, as
the following examples show:
U.S. High Yield CDOs
Obligors:

Primarily U.S. and Canadian corporate entities

Assets:

Primarily high yield bonds and leveraged loans with varying amounts of
mezzanine debt, structured finance securities, convertibles and other
assets

European CDOs
Obligors:

Primarily corporate entities based in Western Europe

Assets:

Bonds, loans (both investment grade and non-investment grade) and
mezzanine debt denominated in EUR, GBP and USD

Emerging Market CDOs

8

Obligors

Primarily sovereign and corporate entities domiciled in Latin America, the
Caribbean, Eastern Europe, the CIS, Asia (except Japan and Singapore)
and Africa

Assets:

Generally bonds and loans denominated in USD, EUR and GBP

In CDO transactions, the term “emerging markets” generally refers to countries whose
foreign currency denominated public debt is rated below Aa3 / AA-. Emerging market
debt includes both sovereign obligations and the foreign currency obligations of
corporations domiciled in these countries.
Asian CDOs
Obligors:

Primarily corporate entities domiciled in emerging Asian countries

Assets:

Bonds and loans

Japanese CDOs
Obligors:

Primarily corporate entities domiciled in Japan

Assets:

Loans and bonds

Korean CDOs

Barclays Capital

Obligors:

Primarily corporate entities domiciled in South Korea

Assets:

Bonds and loans
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Underlying Collateral Characteristics
The raison d'être of most arbitrage cash flow CDO transactions is the spread
differential between the rate of interest earned on the underlying assets and rate of
interest paid on the CDO investment-grade liabilities. It is this differential that
generates the leveraged returns for the CDO’s equity investors.
To optimize the return on the liabilities with the credit risk of the assets, most arbitrage
CDOs issued before late 1999 repackaged U.S. high yield bonds, leveraged loans
mostly made to U.S. corporate entities, and emerging market debt. By contrast, bank
balance sheet CLO transactions generally repackaged investment grade loans to
U.S., European and Japanese entities.
Since 1999, CDOs have increasingly involved the repackaging of a diversified array of
new asset classes, reflecting the growing and increasingly diverse universe of
institutions that have issued CDOs. In 2001, three new asset classes surfaced within
the CDO world. They are ‘Private Equity’, ‘Hedge Funds’ and ‘Derivative Exposures’.
Although Private Equity and Hedge Funds may not necessarily be classified as ‘debt’,
their repackagings borrow heavily from the CDO technology. Such repackagings are
therefore included in the broader CDO definition. The CDOs of hedge funds are
essentially a type of fund of fund, that have been around for some time now. Within
the CDO structure, CDO of hedge funds are structured as a hybrid of market value
and cash flow CDOs. The table below lists some of the assets that CDO transactions
have repackaged.
TABLE 1:
EXAMPLES OF CDO COLLATERAL ASSETS

§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§

High Yield Bonds

High Yield Bonds
Leveraged Bank Loans (both term and revolving)
Investment Grade Bonds and Loans (U.S. and European, both term and
revolving)
Emerging Market Sovereign Debt (capital market and bilateral debt)
Emerging Market Corporate Debt (mostly capital market debt)
Asset-Backed Securities (including CDO securities)
Mortgage-Backed Securities
REIT (Real Estate Investment Trust) Debt
Project Finance Debt (bonds and loans)
Mezzanine Debt and Private Placements
Middle Market Loans
Non-Performing Loans
Distressed Debt and DIP Financings
Non-funded Loan Commitments
Forfaiting Assets (trade finance-related debt)
Private Equity
Hedge Funds
Derivative Exposures
Synthetic Securities

High yield bonds, the most liquid form of non-investment grade corporate securities,
still account for most CDO collateral.
Moody’s first started rating high yield bonds in the U.S. in early 1900s. By the early
1940s, high yield bonds accounted for almost 17% of the total corporate issuance in
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the United States. However, the market shrank during the Second World War and
did not recover until the late 1980s. By the late 1970s and early 1980s, the high yield
market comprised only a small fraction of the corporate bond market and the high
yield market was dominated by “fallen angels” (i.e. issues that had been downgraded
from investment grade to non-investment grade).
U. S. High Yield

In the late 1980s, the U.S. high yield market began to grow rapidly, in part spurred by
regulatory changes that allowed banks, S&Ls and other financial institutions to invest
in high yield bonds. The burgeoning high yield market was followed by the inception
of CDOs (then known as CBOs), which, in turn, provided a new market for high yield
bonds and broadened the high yield market by offering leveraged returns to CDO
equity investors on portfolios of high yield bonds.
The U.S. high yield market suffered a major setback in 1989 and the early 1990s,
when the US economy went into recession. As high yield prices fell, banks and other
investors were forced to liquidate their positions due to market losses, further
depressing bond prices. As a result, the market for high yield CDOs stagnated
between 1990 and 1995.
The U.S. high yield market rebounded in 1995 and grew rapidly in the next five years.
But in 2000 and 2001, the market suffered a sharp reversal, driven by declining credit
ratings, higher default rates, lower earnings and disappointing revenues. In 2000,
issuance fell to some $52 billion, down 50% from the previous year, its lowest level
since 1994. The downturn continued in 2001.

European High Yield

Europe’s high yield market has grown strongly since the mid-1990s, and could
overtake the U.S. high yield market over the next decade. Today, however, the
European high yield market remains much smaller than its U.S. counterpart, both in
terms of issuers and outstanding debt. Total European high yield issuance in 2001
stood at €13.78 billion equivalent (including €5.12 billion in debt issued by obligors
downgraded to non-investment grade). New issues from high yield issuers (excluding
debt issued by obligors downgraded to non-investment grade) declined significantly
during 2001 to €8.7 billion from €15.9 billion in 2000.
Almost 79% of new European high yield issues in 2001 were denominated in euro, up
from 50% in 2000. High yield issuance in pound sterling and US dollar amounted to
approximately 13% and 8% respectively. In comparison, in 2000, issuance in pound
sterling and US dollar amounted to 12% and 38% respectively. The launch of the first
phase of European economic and monetary union (EMU) and the introduction of the
euro in January 1999 have helped spur the growth of high yield bonds and CDOs in
Europe. In this context, it is expected that an increasing number of European CDOs
will continue to be denominated in euro.
The potential for substantial growth in the European high yield is evident from Chart 2
and 3 below:

Barclays Capital
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CHART 2:
2000 NOMINAL GDP, EUROPE AND THE U.S.
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Source: Economic Portrait of the European Union 2001, Office of the Official Publications of the European Communities,
Luxembourg, 2001

CHART 3:
OUTSTANDING HIGH YIELD DEBT (DECEMBER 31, 2000)
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Leveraged Loans

Leveraged loans refer to financings from banks and other financial institutions to
corporate entities in connection with leveraged buyouts (LBOs) or mergers and
acquisitions (M&As).
Loans to the smaller end of the market (informally called “club deals”) are often less
liquid, as the market for such loans is made by a limited number of participants.
For CDO issuers and investors, bank loans have several attractive features:
1. Relative insensitivity to interest rate movements
2. Relatively tight covenants
3. Security features

12

4. Workout by the agent bank in case of a default
However, bank loans differ from bonds in several important ways that create
difficulties for CDO issuers:
1. Bank loans lack uniform documentation, and therefore require greater due
diligence.
2. Bank loans are usually not rated, so that rating agencies must assign loan
obligors estimated ratings, adding to the time and cost of CDO transactions.
3. Bank loans often may prohibit sale to other parties, so that trustees must ensure
that the loan documents permit assignment or participation. If transfer takes the
form of participation, the CDO will be exposed to the credit risk of the selling
institution.
4. Bank loans are subject to greater prepayment risk than bonds, due to shorter
lock-out periods and tighter covenants. Loan prepayments generally result in
negative carry for the transaction, since prepayments must be invested in highgrade, low-yielding short-term assets until they are reinvested in higher yielding
assets.
5. Bank loans can be priced in several different indices, from which borrowers may
choose in setting the interest rate. This often results in basis risk for the CDO
transaction.
6. Bank loans can take the form of revolving loans that require lending banks to
make funding available at short notice (usually two business days). Revolving
loans impose a variable funding requirement on CDO transactions, which often
results in the issue of revolving senior notes.
Leveraged Loans in
Europe and the U.S.

Over the last few years, issuance of leveraged loans has grown at a faster pace in
Europe than in the United States. However, the total size of the non-investment grade
debt in Europe remains much smaller, and the secondary market less liquid, than in
the U.S. In 2000, only 3% of investors in European leveraged loans were non-banks.
A substantial portion of European non-investment grade debt (high yield bonds and
loans) is concentrated in two broad industry sectors: media and telecommunications.
Compared to the U.S. market, the European market for non-investment grade debt
offers broader geographic diversification, with issuers spread across many countries
both within and outside the European Union. Still, more than half of all leveraged
loans originated in Europe are to borrowers in the U.K.
Despite a 30% decline in overall Euro-loan market during 2001 to €574 billion,
leveraged loans continued to increase their share of the European loan market with
6
an increase of 20% over the previous year to €73.9 billion.

Investment
Grade Debt

In recent years, investment grade debt has supplied the primary component for a
number of bank balance sheet CDOs. The principal motivation for these transactions
has been the issuing banks’ need to manage their regulatory capital more efficiently.
By transferring quality loans to CDOs and keeping lower-quality, higher-yielding loans
on their balance sheets, banks can earn higher spreads, lower their capital
requirements and increase their return on risk-adjusted capital (RORAC).

6

For more information, please see European Leveraged Loans 2001 New Issues Market / 2002 Outlook, Barclays Capital,
January 22, 2002.
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The lower coupons and spreads of investment grade debt make it much less suitable
as the primary component for arbitrage CDOs, although a few such deals have been
done. For CDO equity investors, the lower coupons and spreads of investment grade
assets (vis-à-vis high yield bonds) can be partially offset by the lower subordination
they require, and the greater leverage they provide.
Non-Funded and
Partially Funded
Debt Commitments
Variable Funding
Notes

Emerging Market Debt

Non-funded debt commitments are typically associated with revolving credits (RCs)
and delayed-draw loans that may be fully or partially undrawn. In most cases, nonfunded commitments are associated with bank balance sheet CDOs.
In arbitrage CDOs, revolving loans and delayed-draw loans are usually found in
variable funding note (VFN) structures, which allow CDOs to adjust their funding level
to address the use of revolving loans within the portfolio. Since the undrawn portion of
a committed debt facility (undrawn commitment) obligates the lender to lend on short
notice, such undrawn commitments may require special measures, such as obtaining
similar borrowing commitments from adequately rated financial institutions.
CDOs composed primarily of emerging market debt have been issued since 1995.
(Previously, a few U.S. high yield CDOs repackaged small baskets of emerging
market debt as part of much larger issues.) The first CDOs backed entirely by
emerging market debt were issued in 1996.
Emerging market bonds and loans offer very exciting coupon opportunities as well as
generally lower liquidity, higher price volatility and greater ratings instability. However,
the default rate on emerging market debt has been less severe than many market
participants expected in the wake of the emerging market crisis of 1997.
Bond issuance represents a very small percentage of net private capital flows to
7
emerging markets. According to The Institute of International Finance , bond
issuance (including debt exchanges) by emerging market borrowers from January
2001 to August 2001 amounted to $42.5 billion compared to bond issuances of $54.0
billion in the same period in 2000. In 2000, net private credit flows (bonds and loans)
accounted for only 3% ($4 billion) of the total, while equity investments accounted for
the rest. In comparison, net private credit flows to emerging markets turned negative
in 2001, due to reduced demand for credit in Asia stemming from global slowdown
last year and outflows from major markets like Argentina and Turkey, due to the crises
experienced by these markets in 2001. Due to generally unfavourable market
conditions, emerging markets CDO issuance continued to be weak 2001. According to
Standard & Poor’s, they rated only six Emerging Markets CDO transactions in 2001. A
growing portion of emerging market debt is now issued in currencies other than the
US dollar. Most notably, the share of euro-denominated emerging market debt is
expected to grow as the euro gains strength and becomes more prevalent. As a
result, some emerging market CDOs that invest primarily in euro-denominated debt
have issued notes and equity denominated in euro.

7
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Capital Flows to Emerging Markets Economies, The Institute of International Finance, Inc., September 20, 2001

CHART 4:
EMERGING MARKET BOND ISSUANCE (EXCLUDING DEBT
EXCHANGES) BY CURRENCY IN 2000
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CHART 5:
EMERGING MARKET BOND ISSUANCE (EXCLUDING DEBT
EXCHANGES) BY CURRENCY, 2001
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Emerging Market
Corporate Debt

Most emerging market CDOs cap the amount of emerging market corporate debt they
may invest in. Some select corporate entities domiciled in emerging markets are
often seen as financially stronger than the ratings of their foreign currency debt would
suggest, which are in some cases capped at the foreign currency debt ratings of their
domiciles. This ratings cap reflects the sovereign’s ability to take actions that may
prevent locally domiciled corporations from servicing their foreign currency
denominated debt. For example, sovereigns can restrict a corporate entity’s access to
the country’s foreign currency reserves, and they can force locally domiciled
corporations to convert their foreign currency financial assets and earnings into local
currency.

Emerging Market
Bilateral Debt

While most emerging market CDOs have involved capital market debt that is actively
traded, some transactions have repackaged bilateral debt that is not actively traded.
Examples include debt owed to the Paris Club, the International Finance Corporation
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(the private sector lending arm of the World Bank) and various export credit guarantee
agencies.
Mezzanine Debt

U.S. Mezzanine Debt

Mezzanine Debt
in Europe

Mezzanine debt refers to financings made to medium-sized (mid-cap) companies as
an alternative source of funding. These companies are generally smaller than high
yield issuers and have less access to the capital markets. Mezzanine debt ranks
between senior bank loans and equity in the obligor’s capital structure. It generally
bears higher credit risk than high yield bonds but also promises higher potential
returns.
In the United States, mezzanine debt is becoming increasingly popular as a CDO
asset for two reasons: First, the mezzanine debt market has flourished as the high
yield market has stagnated in recent years. Secondly, mezzanine CDO issuance has
grown with the emergence of CDO asset managers that specialize in mezzanine debt.
In the U.S., most mezzanine debt is issued in the form of fixed rate bonds that allow
payment of interest-in-kind (PIK). It is generally unsecured and often carries a
significant prepayment premium.
By contrast, European mezzanine debt financings look more like loans than bonds.
European mezzanine debt generally pays a floating rate of interest (against fixed rate
for U.S. mezzanine debt); it is generally placed above senior unsecured debt and
closer to senior secured loans in the capital structure; and it shares collateral with
senior secured debt, albeit at lower priority. (Mezzanine debt in the U.S., by contrast,
is generally unsecured.)
European and U.S. mezzanine debt share some features. For example, both can
often make interest payments in kind (PIK), and both frequently offer upside potential
in the form of equity warrants. Both are currently issued at the operating company
level, which means that while they are contractually subordinated to senior debt, they
are not structurally subordinated, as is most European high yield debt.
In both the U.S. and Europe, the mezzanine debt market is much smaller and much
less liquid than the markets for high yield bonds and leveraged loans. Low liquidity is
a problem for CDO issuance, as is the fact that most mezzanine debt is not rated.
This means that it must be rated before it is included in CDOs. Should a mezzanine
debt default, the transaction should expect a relatively high recovery rate, owing to
relatively lower leverage. Mezzanine debt offers CDO issuers other advantages such
as higher position in the capital structure in Europe and tighter covenants relative to
high yield bonds and leveraged bank loans.

ABS and MBS

The repackaging of repackaged assets such as asset-backed securities (ABS) and
mortgage-backed securities (MBS) is a recent phenomenon. The use of small
amounts of these asset classes in CDOs began in 1998 as an esoteric feature in
some high yield and leveraged loan CDO transactions. ABS and MBS quickly caught
on as attractive alternatives to such traditional asset classes as high yield bonds and
leveraged loans. As CDO assets, ABS and MBS have several notable advantages,
including:
n
n
n
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Generous coupons and spreads vis-à-vis similarly rated corporate bonds (partly
due to a liquidity premium)
Relatively lower historical default rates compared to similarly rated corporate
entities
Lower ratings volatility

n
n

Diversity provided by (a) a variety of asset types and (b) a large number of
underlying obligors, and
Improving liquidity in the secondary market (which still remains relatively illiquid
as compared to conventional bonds)

The use of ABS and MBS in CDOs has come a long way in a relatively short time. A
number of transactions have been completed whose investment guidelines limit
investments to these asset classes. An important variation involves CDOs whose only
assets are CDO securities. For this reason, ABS/MBS CDOs are generally classified
into three sub-categories:
n
n
n

CDOs of ABS (which may include some MBS and REIT debt)
CDOs of MBS (often including REIT debt)
CDOs of CDOs (both investment grade and non-investment grade tranches of
CDOs)

These CDOs are generally issued by asset managers that specialize in ABS and/or
MBS. The relatively stable ratings shared by all three sub-categories usually translate
into stable ratings for their CDO notes.
PIK Interest on
ABS and MBS

In these transactions, a portion of underlying assets is often “payable-in-kind,” that is,
interest payments may be capitalized to the extent funds are not available. This is
particularly true for CDOs of CDOs and for CDOs of ABS/MBS with a relatively high
limit for securities that may defer or capitalize interest. These transactions generally
include CDO mezzanine and subordinated tranches, which are permitted to defer
interest without being in default.

Interest Rate
Sensitivity on
ABS and MBS

Prepayments on some types of consumer assets (like residential mortgages and
home equity loans) are quite sensitive to interest rate movements. Higher interest
rates tend to decrease the prepayment speed and, therefore, may extend the
expected maturity of the CDO liabilities. Conversely, lower interest rates may increase
prepayments and shorten the expected maturity of the underlying assets. Under both
scenarios, investors bear prepayment risk, which may impact their returns. Since
some of the underlying assets have legal final maturities much longer than those of
traditional high yield bonds or leveraged bank loans, their legal final maturities are
usually equal to or longer than that of the longest permitted asset.

Stripped MBS

Stripped mortgage-backed securities refer to the interest-only and principal-only
classes of MBS (IOs and POs). Interest-only securities strip the interest receipts off
an underlying pool of mortgages. Principal-only securities are zero coupon securities
that strip principal proceeds from an underlying pool of mortgages.
CDOs of MBS can include stripped MBS. The return (yield-to-maturity) on IOs and
POs is highly sensitive to interest rate movements. An increase in interest rates
usually produces a decline in the prepayment rate of MBS, boosting the return on IOs
and increasing interest income on a CDO portfolio. Similarly, a decrease in interest
rates and a corresponding increase in prepayment rates will lead to lower returns
(and, potentially, a loss of par) on IOs. POs, on the other hand, may decline in value
if prepayments fall and increase in value if prepayments accelerate.
Furthermore, the market for IOs and POs tends to be less liquid and more volatile
than the MBS market in general. These factors will inhibit the CDO asset manager’s
ability to sell IOs and POs at certain times, which may affect the ultimate performance
of the transaction.
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European
ABS and MBS

Similar to the high yield market, the European ABS and MBS market is growing faster
than its U.S. counterpart, albeit from a much smaller base. Structured finance
8
issuance volume in Europe increased 48% to 139.4 billion (€156.3 billion) in 2001
9
from $98 billion in 2000, a growth of 27% over 1999.
CHART 6:
VOLUME OF EUROPEAN ABS AND MBS ISSUANCE (EXCLUDING
SYNTHETICS), 1995 - 2001
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8

“European Securitization Market’s 2001 Performance Fuels Expectations for Solid Growth in 2002,“ Standard & Poor’s,
January 17, 2002
9
“European Securitization Market Ends Millennium on a High Note,” Standard & Poor’s, January 24, 2001
10
“European Securitization Market Weathers Global Economic Downturn in First Quarter 2001,” Standard & Poor’s, April 2,
2001. For a more detailed discussion of European ABS and MBS, please see Building Blocks: Barclays Capital’s AssetBacked Securities Research, January 2001.
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CHART 7:
EUROPEAN ABS AND MBS ISSUANCE (EXCLUDING SYNTHETICS),
1998 - 2001
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REIT Debt

Project Finance Debt

Real estate investment trusts (REITs) refer to managed vehicles (incorporated as
trusts) that invest primarily in real estate or real estate-related investments in the
United States. REITs generally take the form of senior unsecured debt. REIT debt is
highly correlated with other mortgage-related debt, including MBS. REITs invest in a
wide variety of real estate assets (offices, malls, hospitals, etc.), and their assets are
geographically diversified (within the United States).
Project finance debt funds large, capital-intensive assets. Project financing differs in
many ways from more traditional corporate financing, such as bond issuance, bank
lending and mezzanine debt. In the U.S. and Europe, project finance loans are
typically made by banks to fund large infrastructure-related assets. Some investors
favor these loans over unsecured bullet debt, since they are amortizing, have much
tighter covenants and are secured by both their assets and the revenues produced by
their assets.
The packaging of project finance loans into CDO portfolios gives investors access to a
new asset class they would otherwise find difficult to access and manage on their
own. Project finance debt often carries non-standardized documentation and may
bear a wide range of complex and unfamiliar risks, including economic, political,
construction, operating, technology and market risks. Additionally, many projects
incur cost overruns, creating greater leverage than expected. A further difficulty is that
recovery analysis tends to be loan-specific, that is, it cannot be based on historical
recovery rates, as is generally the case with bonds and corporate loans.

Distressed Debt and
DIP Financing

Barclays Capital

CDOs have recently begun investing in distressed debt and DIP (debtor-inpossession) financing that involve corporate entities in the U.S. that have either
defaulted on their obligations or are seeking to restructure their finances. Distressed
debt and DIP financing are highly specialized forms of lending that are rarely seen in
CDO transactions. Since DIP financing is post-bankruptcy filing, it is senior in priority
to pre-bankruptcy financings.
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Forfaiting Debt

Forfaiting debt is trade finance-related debt that is created when banks or specialized
trade finance institutions purchase notes or other negotiable instruments on a nonrecourse basis from other financial institutions.
Some CDO transactions have been backed exclusively by forfaiting debt. In such
CDOs, the asset manager is usually a financial institution with substantial experience
in forfaiting business or a firm specializing in the trading and management of forfaiting
debt. The repackaging of forfaiting assets shows how disparate businesses can use
CDO structures to meet highly specialized business needs.
In these CDO transactions, the asset manager either holds the notes until final
maturity (which may be up to seven years) or sells them to another forfaiter (generally
another financial institution), again on a non-recourse basis. The forfaiting debt
instrument (promissory note or a bill of exchange) is drawn by the exporter (seller of
goods under a letter of credit), accepted by the importer (buyer of goods under the
letter of credit), and bear an aval, or unconditional guarantee, from the importer's
bank. In exchange for the payment (discounted for interest for the remaining maturity
of the instrument), the forfaiter then takes responsibility for claiming the debt from the
importer without recourse to the exporter. There is a fairly active market in London
that trades forfaiting paper, with several participants and high liquidity.

Synthetic Securities
and Credit Linked
Notes

Synthetic securities now account for a small but growing portion of almost all arbitrage
CDO structures. In arbitrage transactions, synthetic securities can be tailored to the
exact needs of the portfolio, giving the asset manager much greater flexibility to
manage portfolios and tailor precise risk profiles. In balance sheet transactions,
synthetic securities allow issuing institutions to transfer the credit risk (or elements of
it) of a particular asset or portfolio to the CDO without transferring or selling the asset
itself.
11

The most widely used synthetic securities are credit linked notes (CLNs ), structured
notes that are embedded with a credit derivative. The embedded credit derivative
isolates the credit risk of the reference asset, and the note converts the credit
derivative into a cash investment. This structure allows CDO asset managers to
tailor assets and risk exposures to suit their CDO guidelines. CLNs can also enable
investments at par in assets that may be trading at a premium.
The use of CLNs eliminates the credit risk of the counterparty from the CDO structure,
since these notes are collateralized with highly rated collateral. Following a default or
12
other “credit event,” the counterparty receives the collateral (or cash proceeds from
its disposition) equal to the notional or par amount of the synthetic security.

11

For a more detailed discussion of credit linked notes, please refer to The Barclays Capital Guide to Credit Derivatives.
In credit default swaps and other credit derivative transactions, a “credit event” is an event that triggers a credit event
payment from one counterparty to the other. The definition of credit event can vary between transactions, but it usually
includes a default, bankruptcy, debt rescheduling or restructuring on the part of the transaction’s reference credit. See The
Barclays Capital Guide to Credit Derivatives.
12
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Transaction Structure and Mechanics
Cash flow CDOs can take two basic forms: a cash structure or a synthetic structure.
Cash structures are generally used for arbitrage CDOs. Synthetic structures are
primarily used for balance sheet CDOs.
Cash structures issue two or more tranches of debt and equity, which are secured by
13
a portfolio of assets bought by a special purpose vehicle (SPV). The SPV is
established expressly for the purpose of issuing CDO notes, and its activities are
generally limited to functions that are incidental to operating a CDO, including:
n
n
n
n

Issuing notes and equity (generally, only on the closing date),
Investing in eligible assets,
Entering into hedge agreements, and
Entering into an asset management agreement with the asset manager

The SPVs are generally registered as charitable trusts and are usually established in
14
a tax-free jurisdiction. However, many CDOs have a U.S. based co-issuer,
particularly if the notes are to be sold to the U.S. investors.
Pre-closing Period

The asset manager generally starts to acquire (or “warehouse”) assets prior to the
closing date with the intention of transferring them to the SPV on the closing date.
However, since the proceeds of the notes are available to pay for the assets only after
the notes have been issued on the closing date, a bridge facility (or “warehouse
facility”) is often used to acquire assets during a “pre-closing period” of several weeks
before the closing date. The size of the warehouse facility depends on the amount of
assets to be acquired on or before the closing date.

Ramp-up Period

On the closing date, the SPV issues two or more tranches of debt and equity to
investors. It then purchases the assets with the proceeds from the sale of debt and
equity, either on the closing date or, in most cases, during the “ramp-up period” of
between 60 and 180 days following the closing date. Under certain circumstances, the
ramp-up period may be longer. The purchase of assets during the ramp-up period
exposes the transaction to the risk of adverse price and spread movements. The
severity of this “ramp-up risk” is directly proportional to the amount of assets bought
during the ramp-up period and the length of the ramp-up period.

Reinvestment Period

Following the ramp-up period, there is usually a “reinvestment period” (usually the
initial 3 to 5 years) during which the cash flow from principal repayments due to
amortization, maturity, prepayment and sale of assets are reinvested, provided that all
coverage tests are met. These proceeds may be invested in short-term, liquid assets
until the asset manager decides to reinvest in assets that meet the CDO’s investment
guidelines. During the time that cash remains invested in short-term, liquid assets, the
portfolio may suffer from negative arbitrage because the coupon rates of the CDO’s
liabilities would exceed that of its short-term assets. The asset manager must
therefore carefully consider the interim period when it keeps proceeds from repayment
of principal in cash or cash equivalent liquid assets.

13
14
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The transfer of loans from a seller’s books to the SPV is more complicated than the
acquisition of debt securities. Sometimes lending terms prohibit the assignment (i.e.
sale) of loans, because the borrower values the relationship with the lending bank and
wishes to protect it. In all cases, banks that wish to securitize their corporate loan
portfolios to gain capital relief must carefully manage the underlying lending
relationships.
Amortization Period

The reinvestment period is followed by the “amortization period,” during which all cash
received from repayment of principal is used to pay down the liabilities and cannot be
reinvested in eligible assets. The amortization period can be as short as 5 years for
high yield CDOs and as long as 30 years for ABS/MBS CDOs. During this period the
portfolio becomes more concentrated, and its cash flows become lumpier.
On the closing date, the SPV also enters into agreements with the following parties:

Asset Manager

The asset manager is by far the most important participant in any CDO transaction. In
arbitrage transactions, the asset manager is responsible for managing the SPV’s
portfolio of assets and receives a predetermined fee from the SPV for this service.
The asset manager enjoys tremendous discretion in managing assets within the
transaction guidelines. In balance sheet transactions, however, the issuing bank plays
a more limited role, which mostly consists of administering and servicing assets
transferred from its balance sheet.

Trustee/Custodian

The trustee, or custodian, performs a fiduciary function. Trustee may also serve as
calculation agent, and is responsible for safe custody of SPV’s assets and for
ensuring compliance with the CDO’s requirements. While the asset manager advises
and directs trading, the trustee carries out trades, after ensuring that various collateral
quality and coverage tests are met.

Hedge Counterparty

Synthetic Security
Counterparties
Bond Insurer

Traditionally, the hedge counterparty has provided interest rate hedges (basis swaps
and rate caps). With the evolution of CDOs and their spread beyond the United
States, hedge counterparties have begun to offer a wider range of hedging products,
including currency swaps, total return swaps, timing hedges, liquidity swaps, etc.
Synthetic security counterparties sell the SPV credit linked notes, credit default
swaps, total return swaps and other credit derivatives.
In some transactions, the SPV also enters into an insurance agreement with a bond
insurer, who acts as an external credit enhancer. The bond insurer guarantees the
payment of principal and interest on one or more classes of notes issued by the CDO.
To insure (or “wrap”) payments on notes, the bond insurer usually issues an insurance
policy (or in synthetic transactions, writes a portfolio default swap with the SPV)
guaranteeing the timely payment of interest and ultimate principal on the guaranteed
notes, which are generally the senior-most notes issued by the SPV. The rating of the
wrapped notes reflects the claims paying ability of the bond insurer.
Typically, bond insurers involved in CDO transactions have AAA ratings. However, in
recent years, bond insurers with lower ratings have also participated in CDO
transactions, reflecting investors’ growing level of comfort with CDOs.

SPV Administrator
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The SPV administrator performs certain administrative functions on behalf of the SPV.

FIGURE 2:
SAMPLE ARBITRAGE CDO CASH FLOWS ON CLOSING DATE
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SPV issues Notes to the Investors against payment for the Notes.
SPV uses proceeds of the Notes to pay for:
A portfolio of Assets (Bonds, Loans, ABS Securities, Credit Linked Notes, etc.) sold by
the Seller or Sellers (arms length transaction with Barclays Capital or other banks)
Hedges from one or more Hedge Counterparties
Credit Linked Notes or Synthetic Securities from one or more adequately rated
Counterparties (including Barclays Capital)
Other incidental expenses
C. Asset Manager enters into an Investment Management Agreement with the SPV to
manage the SPV’s investment portfolio.
D. Trustee enters into a Trustee Agreement with the SPV. Trustee’s role includes certain
fiduciary responsibilities, which may include acting as Collateral Administrator and
Calculation Agent. SPV transfers its interests in the assets (including hedge agreements
and surety bond) to the Trustee, which maintains first perfected security interest in the
assets.
E. External Credit Enhancer (Bond Insurer) enters into an Insurance and Indemnity
Agreement with the SPV (Note: not all CDO transactions involve External Credit
Enhancers).
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FIGURE 3:
SAMPLE ARBITRAGE CDO ONGOING CASH FLOWS
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SPV receives interest payments and principal repayments on the portfolio of assets.
SPV makes payments (according to a defined priority of payments) to
Trustee for providing fiduciary function
Hedge Counterparty, if any payment is due under the hedge
Noteholders for the payment of interest and principal on the rated Notes
External Credit Enhancer/Bond Insurer for the insurance premium for the insured
notes
Asset Manager for managing the assets
Equity Investors
C. Hedge Counterparty makes payment, if any is due under the hedge agreement.
D. Asset Manager manages the SPV’s assets.
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Loss Protection to
the Rated Notes

Overcollateralization
and Subordination

Depending on its liability structure, each CDO issues two or more tranches of liabilities
15
and equity. Each CDO tranche is rated according to elaborate criteria developed by
the rating agencies, which determine the amount of loss protection that is
commensurate with the rating of that tranche. One of the most important criteria is the
level of “overcollateralization,” the amount of loss protection the CDO’s total collateral
provides to each rated tranche. This amount of loss protection may be more than the
minimum protection required at any given rating level.
Overcollateralization refers to the excess of the par amount of collateral available to
secure one or more note classes over the par amount of those note classes.
Overcollateralization is usually expressed as the ratio of the total par amount of
available collateral to the par amount of each note class and the note classes senior
to it in the priority of payments.
Subordination refers to the total par amount of liabilities that are subordinated to a
particular note class. Simply put, subordination is the amount of liabilities that funds
the overcollateralization of each tranche.
For example, in Figure 4, the Class A Senior Notes have a par amount of $265 million
and a subordination amount of $135 million—the sum of the par values of all the
subordinate note classes. Class A’s overcollateralization ratio is 151%—the CDO’s
total collateral ($400 million) divided by the par value of Class A ($265 million).
The Class B Mezzanine Notes, which are subordinate to Class A, have both a lower
subordination amount and a lower overcollateralization ratio. The Class B Notes’
subordination amount is $85 million (the sum of the par amounts of the Class C
Subordinated Notes and the equity), and their overcollateralization ratio is 127%—
$400 million divided by $315, the sum of the par amounts of the Class A and B Notes.
The Class C Notes’ subordination amount is $40 million (the par amount of the
equity), and their overcollateralization ratio is 111%, or $400 million divided by $360
million, the sum of Class C’s par amount and that of all the note classes senior to it.
FIGURE 4:
SAMPLE CASH FLOW CDO CAPITAL STRUCTURE
Assets

$ 400 million

High Yield Bonds
Leveraged Loans
Emerging Markets Debt
Asset Backed Securities
Synthetic Securities

Liabilities

$265 million
Class A Senior Notes

$50 million
Class B Mezzanine Notes
$45 million
Class C Subordinated
Notes
$40 million
Income Shares / Equity

15
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Synthetic CDOs may or may not issue notes. However, the concept remains the same for the purpose of sizing risk.
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Excess Spread

Excess spread refers to interest and other income classified as interest proceeds (e.g.
commitment fees and commissions) that are available to the equity investors after
interest payments on the CDO’s other liabilities have been made. In the absence of
defaults, excess spread available to equity investors can be substantial.

Reserves

Reserves may either be funded at closing or on an ongoing basis from the priority of
payments at each payment date. Reserves are generally available for the benefit of
the senior notes, but they may also be required to meet potential liquidity shortfalls. If
the reserves are drawn down at any payment date, they are usually required to be
topped up on the next payment date.

External Credit
Enhancement

External credit enhancement refers to the guarantee payments third-party insurers
may provide as credit insurance to one or more of the note classes issued by the
16
CDO. Monoline credit insurance companies that are rated A or better generally
provide this insurance. In synthetic transactions, credit enhancement usually takes the
form of a credit default swap, which can be provided by conventional counterparties,
such as banks and properly rated derivative product companies (DPCs).

Interest Rate Hedges

CDOs generally bear considerable interest rate risk, which the asset manager must
carefully manage on an ongoing basis. Interest rate risk in CDOs emanates in large
part from basis mismatches among assets, and between assets and liabilities, which
are generally structured to meet the interest rate basis needs of investors. This risk is
generally increased by the manager’s ability to trade assets during the reinvestment
period.
CDOs employ interest rate hedges to reduce the interest rate risk resulting from four
major risk factors:
1. CDOs invest in both fixed and floating rate assets.
2. CDOs issue both fixed and floating rate liabilities.
3. The floating rate assets may be denominated in different indices, which creates
liquidity/timing mismatch risk.
4. Most importantly, the composition of the assets and liabilities changes during the
life of the transaction, due to scheduled repayments and amortization,
prepayments, sales, reinvestments, defaults and recoveries. The changing
composition of assets requires CDO asset managers to constantly review and
manage interest rate risk.
Asset-backed securities and mortgage-backed securities that are repackaged as CDO
assets can also increase interest rate risk. Principal repayments on ABS and MBS
securities do not follow a predetermined schedule, and the resulting prepayment risk
further complicates the management of mixed portfolios composed of both fixed and
floating assets.
CDO transactions are generally hedged against most interest rate risk. Depending on
the transaction structure, hedges generally include:
1. Interest rate swaps,
2. Interest rate caps,
16

These insurance companies are called monoline because credit insurance is their only line of insurance business, which
distinguishes them from multiline insurers like life insurers and property & casualty (P&C) insurers (known as general
insurers in the U.K.).
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3. Basis swaps,
4. Total return swaps, and
5. Liquidity swaps.
To assess interest rate risk, rating agencies use scenario-based stress testing to
gauge the combined impact of changes in portfolio composition (within the mandated
limits) and concurrent changes in interest rates.
Currency Hedges

The great majority of CDO liabilities and assets are still denominated in one currency
(mostly USD, EUR, and GBP). However, multi-currency CDOs are becoming more
common, and their popularity is expected to grow. One reason is the growth of the
euro- and sterling-denominated high yield bonds and leveraged loans, and the
development of liquid markets for these assets. Another reason is the growing
popularity of CDOs with asset managers and investors domiciled in Europe.
Depending on the amount of foreign currency exposure, CDO currency hedges can
be complex and expensive. When there are currency mismatches between assets
and liabilities, CDOs must enter into currency hedges that must address a range of
issues:
1. The composition of the assets and liabilities denominated in each currency is
subject to change, due to prepayments, sales, reinvestments, defaults and
recoveries.
2. Most CDO transactions give the asset managers discretion to hold the proceeds
of repayments, prepayments, sales and recoveries prior to reinvestment. This
increases uncertainty regarding the composition of assets at any future date.
3. Currency hedging becomes more complex when the transaction permits proceeds
from securities denominated in one currency to be reinvested in securities
denominated in another.

Collateral
Quality Tests

Collateral quality tests are designed by the rating agencies to ensure that the SPV’s
assets are managed under the guidelines mandated by the transaction’s rating.
How these tests are calculated depends on the type of CDO transaction in question.
For example, in conventional bond or loan transactions, the weighted average
maturity test is calculated on the bonds’ maturity or the loans’ amortization schedule.
In the case of CDOs of MBS/ABS, where the underlying assets do not have fixed
amortization schedules and their legal final maturity is much longer than their
expected average life, the weighted average maturity test is based on expected
remaining average life, and not on legal final maturity. However, for some MBS/ABS,
the expected remaining average life may change significantly, due to changes in
interest rates or in the performance of the underlying collateral. This means that the
weighted average maturity of a portfolio of ABS/MBS may change, without any
change in the portfolio itself.
Most CDO transactions are also subject to a weighted average recovery rate test that
sets limits for debt securities according to their position in the capital structure. (The
same result can be achieved from the outset by setting limits on assets based on their
seniority.)
Again, the exact method of calculating this test varies with the transaction type. In
most high yield arbitrage CDOs, for example, the calculation is relatively simple. In
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conventional bond or loan transactions, it is a function of whether each asset is a
bond or a loan, senior or subordinated, secured or unsecured, domiciled in the U.S.,
U.K., Western Europe, or emerging markets, etc. In CDOs of ABS/MBS, this test must
consider the rating and seniority of each collateral tranche as well as the initial capital
structure of the ABS/MBS.
Early Amortization
Triggers

Early amortization triggers are designed to protect the rated notes of cash flow CDO
structures. They divert cash from lower rated notes and equity to pay down the rated
notes when interest coverage or overcollateralization levels fall below certain preset
levels. Most CDO structures use two types of triggers:
Interest Coverage Tests (IC tests) require the transaction to maintain a minimum
interest coverage ratio for each rated note class. This is the ratio of interest income
received on the assets between payment dates to interest payments due on the
liabilities at each payment date.
Principal Coverage Tests (also known as par coverage tests or overcollateralization
tests) require the transaction to maintain a preset minimum overcollateralization ratio
for each rated note class. This is the ratio of the principal (par) amount of the assets to
the performing assets, regardless of their market value plus the expected recovery
rate on any defaulted assets. As mentioned earlier, for the purpose of this test only,
defaulted assets may be accounted for the lower of a predetermined recovery rate or
the market value.
Interest payments on subordinated notes and equity (as well as certain other
subordinated payments, including those to the asset manager) cannot be made, nor
can principal be reinvested, unless these tests are met at each payment date.
Otherwise, principal proceeds must be held in cash (or short-term investments) until
the next payment date, when principal and interest proceeds must be applied to repay
the rated notes, until all coverage tests are passed.
Most CDO transactions require that, in the event of the failure of one or more
coverage tests, the senior most outstanding class of the notes be paid down first, i.e.,
the notes be repaid sequentially. This requirement has two effects on the transaction:
Firstly, the pay down result in prepayment risk being borne by the senior-most
outstanding class. Secondly, and perhaps more importantly, the repayment of the
notes paying the lowest coupon and spread first, increases the proportion of the junior
notes (paying higher coupon and spread) to the total assets, reducing the excess
spread available to the equity.
In order to improve the return to equity investors, it therefore makes sense that notes
paying higher coupon and spread are repaid before the notes paying lower coupon.
However, this requires repayment of notes in an order inconsistent with their seniority.
This feature has appeared in some transactions, which is now generally known as
Class D pay down. This feature requires that the tranche rated non-investment grade
(Class D Tranche in many transaction) be paid first upon the failure of any coverage
test.
Most transactions that issue multiple tranches will have coverage tests for each class
of rated notes. These tests are usually set lower than the initial ratios that prevail after
all collateral investments have been made during the ramp-up period.
The transactions in which these trigger are tight do not give too much room for the
triggers to be breached as lower amount of losses would breach the triggers. While it
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may appear a good transaction characteristic, tighter trigger results in greater
prepayment risk for the senior note holder as well as lower subordination levels. From
the equity investors’ perspective, tighter trigger allow lower equity investments (and
greater leverage). The potential equity returns in such transactions are therefore
higher in the absence of any losses of par. However, if losses do exceed the available
room before the triggers are breached it would also cut off the cash flows to the equity
investors faster and therefore may actually reduce the expected equity returns.
Conversely, the transactions, which allow more room for losses before the coverage
tests are breached, would generally carry lower prepayment risk for the senior note
holders and would require greater subordination levels. Furthermore, despite higher
initial equity investments, the expected equity returns in such transactions may
actually be higher.
In some CDOs, if the assets rated ‘Caa’/‘CCC’ or lower become a sufficiently large
part of the portfolio (e.g. 7.5% or more of the par amount of the CDO’s assets), it may
also cause early amortization of liabilities.

Barclays Capital
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TABLE 2:
S A M P L E O V E R C O L L A T E R AL I Z A T I O N R A T I O
FOR SUBORDINATED NOTES

A divided by B
A = Principal amount of performing assets plus lower of
the fair market value or assumed recovery rate of
defaulted assets plus cash and short-term
investments not comprising interest income
B = Principal amount of the senior notes plus principal
amount of the mezzanine notes including any
capitalized interest plus principal amount of the
subordinated notes including any capitalized interest
TABLE 3:
SAMPLE INTEREST COVERAGE RATIO
FOR SUBORDINATED NOTES

A divided by B
A = Interest to be received in cash during the period on
the portfolio and short-term investments plus (or
minus) any scheduled amounts to be received from
(or payable to) the hedge counterparty
B = Capped senior expenses plus interest amount due on
senior notes plus interest amount due on mezzanine
notes including interest on capitalized interest plus
interest amount due on subordinated notes including
interest on capitalized interest

Par Value vs.
Market Value

To calculate the overcollateralization ratio, all the performing securities are accounted
for at their par amount regardless of their market prices. Discounts and premiums
reflected in the market values are disregarded, because cash flow CDOs are
designed to pay off their liabilities through the maturity or amortization of the
underlying assets, and not through their sale.
The only time market value becomes important is when the terms of the transaction
require defaulted assets to be sold within a certain period (usually between 3 to 12
months after default). This so-called “forced sale” of defaulted assets exposes the
transaction to market value risk. For this reason, overcollateralization ratios
sometimes value defaulted assets at the lower of (a) market value or (b) the expected
recovery value assigned by the rating agencies. The use of market value therefore
disregards whatever recoveries the asset manager could ultimately achieve through
the workout process.
It is important to note that using market value to calculate the overcollateralization
ratio may in rare cases impact equity investors. If the decline in the market value of a
defaulted asset is significant enough to cause a breach of an overcollateralization test,
cash flows that would otherwise be available to the equity investors may be diverted
to pay down the senior notes, until the tests are met. The use of market value,
therefore, may potentially lower the return on the equity and, at the same time, expose
the senior notes to prepayment risk.
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Coverage Ratios
by Note Class

The minimum subordinated note coverage ratios are generally set lower than the
minimum mezzanine note coverage ratios, which are, in turn, set lower than the
minimum senior coverage ratios. For this reason, subordinated notes coverage tests
are breached earlier than mezzanine note coverage tests. The lower the minimum
ratio required for any coverage test, the lower the amount of losses that will breach
that test. However, the notes are almost always repaid sequentially regardless of
which test is breached.
The levels at which these tests are breached are predetermined and have important
implications for both subordinated notes and equity. If any of the coverage ratios fall
below the test level, CDOs generally prohibit the reinvestment of any principal
proceeds from repayments, amortization and recoveries on defaulted assets. Instead,
these proceeds are held until the next payment date, when they are used to
sequentially pay down the rated notes.

Priority of Payments

The priority of payments (also known as the “payment waterfall” or “waterfall”) refers
to the sequence in which payments must be made to the holders of various note
classes and to other parties to the transaction. The payments are usually separated
into collections from interest and collections from principal.
Most CDOs make sequential repayment of principal. This means that the principal of
the senior most outstanding class is repaid fully before any repayment of principal is
made to the next class.
A small number of CDOs repay principal of various tranches “pro rata,” whereby
principal is paid down pro rata according to the size of each tranche. Some
transactions also make principal repayments in a “fast pay/slow pay” manner, such
that a larger amount of cash is allocated to repay the principal of the senior notes and
a smaller amount is allocated to the subordinated tranches.
In most payment waterfalls, payments are made first from interest and then from
principal. When collections from interest are insufficient, they are generally taken
from principal. When coverage tests are breached, the priority of payments changes
to divert any available cash to either pay down the notes or reinvest in collateral until
all coverage tests are met.
When principal repayments are made sequentially, the overcollateralization ratio
increases for the senior most class outstanding at that time. This increased principal
(par) coverage helps offset the incremental risk arising from a more concentrated
portfolio as assets mature and their proceeds are used to pay down the senior notes.

Barclays Capital
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TABLE 4:
SAMPLE POSITION OF VARIOUS PARTIES WITHIN PRIORITY OF
PAYMENTS FROM INTEREST RECEIPTS
(SEQUENTIAL REPAYMENT OF PRINCIPAL)

1.

Taxes, if any
SPVs that issue CDO notes are usually located in tax-free jurisdictions and, therefore, do not pay
any taxes.

2.

Issuers
Expenses usually include fees for SPV administrators, accountants’ annual audit fees, rating
agencies’ annual surveillance fees, etc.

3.

Trustee Fee
This is paid at an agreed rate.

4.

Hedge Counterparty
Payment to the Hedge Counterparty is usually only required in the case of an interest rate swap.
Scheduled payments do not include any termination payments owed to the counterparty if the
Hedge Counterparty is the defaulting party.

5.

Asset Manager
Usually a nominal amount (less than 0.2% per annum of the par amount of the collateral) is paid as
a senior fee to the asset manager. Many CDO transactions do not pay any senior fees to the asset
manager at all.17

6.

Bond Insurer
The premium for bond insurance is paid at an agreed rate in transactions that involve bond
insurers.

7.

Senior Noteholders
Interest on any CDO tranche that cannot be deferred is paid before any coverage tests.

8.

Mezzanine Noteholders
Most CDO tranches rated A-/A3 or lower can defer interest without being in default, if sufficient
funds are not available or if any coverage test is failed. The deferred interest is capitalized and is
usually repaid on the payment date when the funds are available and all coverage tests are passed.
If interest is used to pay principal on Senior Notes, it will shut off payments to the lower tranches
until the Senior Notes’ Coverage Tests are passed. This diversion of interest proceeds may
negatively impact the IRR of the equity investors, but not necessarily of the mezzanine noteholders,
since interest is accrued on capitalized interest.

9.

Subordinated Noteholders
Since the Mezzanine and Subordinated Notes’ Coverage Tests are usually set lower than the
Senior Notes’ Coverage Tests, they will be triggered earlier than the Senior Notes’ Coverage Tests.

10. Asset Manager
The bulk of the asset manager’s fees are usually subordinated to interest payments on rated notes.
11. Equity Investors
All amounts remaining after the above payments are paid to the equity investors. Some
transactions require a further incentive payment to the asset manager after the equity investors’
returns exceed a predetermined hurdle rate.

17
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See the discussion on Asset Manager’s Compensation on page 36.

TABLE 5:
SAMPLE POSITION OF VARIOUS PARTIES WITHIN PRIORITY OF
PAYMENTS FROM PRINCIPAL RECEIPTS
(SEQUENTIAL REPAYMENT OF PRINCIPAL)

1.

Taxes, if any

2.

Issuer’s Expenses

3.

Trustee Fee

4.

Hedge Counterparty

5.

Asset Manager
Payment of items 1 to 5 from the proceeds of repayment of principal is extremely unlikely, as any of
these payments generally cannot occur without a default on the Senior Notes.

6.

Bond Insurer

7.

Senior Noteholders
In the absence of losses on the portfolio, the Senior Notes are generally repaid long before
proceeds of principal repayments are needed to pay interest on the Senior Notes. If the CDO does
experience default, cash flows from the CDO assets may become lumpy as principal repayments
are used to pay down the notes either (a) after the end of the Reinvestment Period or (b) as a result
of breaching any coverage tests during the Reinvestment Period. The portfolio cash flows become
increasingly lumpy with each default as proceeds of principal repayments are used to pay down the
senior most notes.

8.

Mezzanine Noteholders
Since the Mezzanine Notes’ Coverage Tests in most transactions are set lower than the Senior
Notes’ Coverage Tests, they will be triggered earlier than the Senior Notes’ Coverage Tests. In
other words, the lower the ratios set for any coverage test, the lower the amount of losses required
to breach the test. Any capitalized interest on Mezzanine and Subordinated Notes may also be paid
at this level. Many transactions pay capitalized interest (that was not a part of the capital structure
at closing) from principal repayments.

9.

Subordinated Noteholders
The Subordinated Notes’ Coverage Tests will be triggered earlier than the Mezzanine Notes’
Coverage Tests.

10. Asset Manager
11. Equity Investors

Barclays Capital
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Solutions for Equity
and Subordinated
Note Investors

Minimum rating requirements prevent many investors from buying lower-rated
tranches or non-rated equity. For these investors, CDO structures offer various
solutions, most notably principal protected notes.
Principal protected notes enable investors to benefit from the upside potential of CDO
equity, while fully protecting them against the loss of principal with the certainty of a
AAA rating (or any other rating level). However, in return for principal protection, these
notes reduce potential returns. Principal protected notes can be tailored to suit the
rating, currency and maturity requirements of individual investors.
TABLE 6:
SAMPLE SOLUTIONS FOR CDO EQUITY INVESTORS
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1.

Desired rating level for principal protection
Depending on the investor’s risk tolerance and restrictions, rated instruments can be used to
protect the principal amount of equity investment with collateral of any rating level. As a general
rule, principal protection at a higher rating level requires higher amounts of initial capital outlay and
provides lower upside potential. The reverse holds for lower rating levels of principal protection,
which require lower initial capital outlays and permit higher upside potential. Therefore, the lowest
capital outlay is required for unrated equity obligations with the greatest upside potential, and the
highest capital allocation is required for AAA principal protection with the least upside potential.

2.

Currency
Principal protected notes can be issued in a currency other than the currency of the CDO notes.
This, however, requires currency hedging of residual and uncertain cash flows.

3.

Maturity
The maturity of principal protected notes can be shortened or lengthened synthetically to suit
investor preferences. Shortening maturities usually reduces potential equity returns, and extending
maturities generally increases duration risk.

The Role of the Asset Manager
Responsibilities

An asset manager’s role is integral to the success of any cash flow CDO transaction.
The asset manager enjoys considerable flexibility and discretion, and its decisions
directly impact the performance of CDO liabilities and equity. Therefore, the success
of each transaction depends to a great extent on the skills and experience of the asset
manager.
A CDO asset manager’s responsibilities generally include:
1. Selecting assets for the initial portfolio and subsequent reinvestments,
2. Determining the timing of sale and purchase of assets,
3. Determining the purchase and sale prices of assets,
4. Assessing the quality and adequacy of the collateral,
5. Ensuring that the SPV’s security interest in the assets are perfected,
6. Monitoring the portfolio quality,
7. Working out the defaulted assets, if any, and
8. Ensuring compliance with the investment guidelines.

Role as
Equity Investor

CDO asset managers are often required to make decisions that might be seen to
benefit one class of notes at the expense of another. Moreover, since most
managers (or their affiliates) are also investors in the CDO’s equity, this dual role
creates an inherent conflict of interest. For example, purchase of an asset trading at a
discount to par may improve equity returns by increasing the portfolio par amount.
But senior noteholders, who do not participate in the equity’s upside potential, may
view the discount as simple credit deterioration that may reduce the value of their
investment. The asset manager might argue that buying more par amount ultimately
increases the transaction’s overcollateralization ratio and improves the position of all
noteholders.

Asset Selection

Selecting the initial portfolio is perhaps the most challenging task the CDO asset
manager faces. The initial portfolio usually forms the basis for investment guidelines.
Most CDO investors and participants are committed to maintaining the asset mix of
the initial portfolio, although almost all CDO transactions allow trading and
reinvestment that can substantially alter portfolio composition. For this reason, the
asset manager’s trading and reinvestment decisions are often closely watched by
investors, credit enhancers (if any) and rating agencies, especially if the portfolio
experiences downgrades, defaults or trading losses.

Timing and Prices

The timing of collateral purchases and sales is also critical. Assets purchased at a
discount allow managers to buy more par amount for the same price. Conversely,
assets bought at a premium reduce the portfolio’s par amount, because the cash used
to pay premium could be used to purchase additional assets at or below par.
For this reason, some transactions stipulate that premium can only be paid from
trading gains accumulated over the par amount of the initial portfolio. However, most
transactions allow purchases over par, so long as interest and par coverage tests are
met.

Barclays Capital
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Expertise vs.
Diversification

Performance History

Most CDO transactions allow the asset manager to invest across a broad spectrum of
asset classes. Nevertheless, asset managers must demonstrate the ability to manage
the type of portfolio the CDO envisages. Diversification across asset types may
strengthen the transaction, but often at the cost of pushing the asset manager beyond
its area of expertise.
Performance history is a critical indicator of management expertise. Past
performance should be measured against the performance of peers and that of the
economy as a whole. Many managers perform well during periods of strong
economic growth, but may not do as well during market crises, periods of sector
stagnation and economic downturns.

Trading Philosophy

Asset managers differ in their trading philosophies. For example, many asset
managers pursue buy-and-hold strategies, while others prefer active trading (either to
take profits or minimize losses). While both strategies have their positives and
negatives, strong credit skills are perhaps an asset manager’s single most important
asset.

Credit and Research
Capabilities

Strong credit skills rely on research and experience. A credit-oriented asset
management organization must commit substantial resources to build a well-rounded
team of experienced analysts and portfolio managers.

Workout Experience

Workout experience can be critically important when the CDO portfolio does
experience defaults and the asset manager must decide if and when to sell defaulted
assets. However, many CDO transactions require managers to sell defaulted assets
within 3 to 12 months after default, and many synthetic CDOs require speedy cash
settlement of defaulted assets (for example, on the 15th day following default),
effectively eliminating the manager’s discretion regarding the sale or workout of
defaulted assets.

Key Personnel

Most asset managers retain key employees whose departure could adversely affect
their organization’s ability to make astute and timely decisions. The problem is
complicated by high turnover rates in the asset management business. CDO asset
management agreements may include “key people” clauses that provide the equity
investors an option to appoint a new asset manager following the departure of certain
key personnel.

Compensation

Most CDO transactions pay asset management fees at various levels in the payments
waterfall. Some transactions pay a nominal senior fee before interest has been paid
on the senior notes, and then pay a second, larger management fee after interest has
been paid to all the rated notes. In some cases, additional incentive payments are
made after the equity investors have received a targeted rate of return.
Most transactions make the bulk of the payments to managers only after timely
payment of interest to the rated notes has been made. This arrangement provides a
strong incentive for the asset manager to ensure timely payment of interest. However,
if the asset manager is removed, the replacement manager may be granted a higher
senior fee (payable prior to the payment of interest on the senior notes) as an
incentive to manage the transaction.

Evaluation Meetings
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Many participants in a CDO transaction typically meet with the asset manager to
evaluate the manager’s experience and expertise. If the agenda of the meeting is well
planned, these meetings can be productive and mutually beneficial. Table 7 provides
an example of the topics to be discussed in such meetings.

TABLE 7:
SAMPLE DISCUSSION TOPICS FOR INVESTORS’ MEETING WITH
ASSET MANAGER

§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§
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History of the Firm
Affiliates and Subsidiaries
Management Structure
Number of Portfolio Managers, Credit Analysts, Traders, Research Analysts,
Support Staff, etc.
Management’s Experience in Managing Various Asset Types
Amount and Types of Assets or Funds under Management
Experience and Performance History in Managing CDOs
Performance of the Assets or Funds under Management
Asset Management Research Capability
Credit Processes
Policies and Procedures (Credit Policy Manual, Operations Manual, etc.)
Internal Compliance (Risk Management Policy, etc.)
External Compliance (Securities Regulations, etc.)
Back Office Support (e.g. to monitor compliance with the CDO’s requirements)
Internal and External Audit (Qualified or Unqualified)
Technology (Back-up, etc.)
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Trading Constraints and CDO Reinvestment Criteria
Of all structured finance products, CDOs involve the most active trading of underlying
assets. All trading is governed by trading guidelines. Usually, trading is permitted only
during the reinvestment period, when asset managers can reinvest principal proceeds
resulting from the sale, maturity, amortization or prepayment of assets. Some
transactions also allow reinvestment of principal proceeds from prepayments and
unscheduled amortizations after the end of the reinvestment period. Although CDO
guidelines grant asset managers great flexibility relative to other structured products,
these guidelines are often viewed as too restrictive.
Sale of Assets

CDOs generally allow asset managers the freedom to sell securities they consider
either credit impaired, credit improved, or defaulted. In this regard, the asset
manager’s judgment is considered final, except in certain transactions that use
quantitative measures (changes in spreads, ratios, etc) to determine improvement or
deterioration in credit quality for accounting reasons. In addition, CDO transactions
generally allow discretionary trading of between 10% and 25% of the portfolio par
amount per year, provided that all other guidelines are met.
Most arbitrage CDO transactions usually permit the sale of assets under the following
conditions:
n

n

n

Purchase of
Replacement Assets

If an asset has deteriorated in credit quality (or is likely to). This provision allows
CDOs to sell assets below par. Such trades, if done prudently and timed well,
can prevent bigger losses from future defaults.
If an asset has improved in credit quality. Improvement in credit quality is usually
associated with decline in yield for fixed income securities, decline in spreads for
loans, improvement in financial ratios, raising equity by the obligors,
improvement in credit rating or higher price for the debt. By selling assets at
prices higher than those of replacement assets, asset managers can realize
valuable trading gains that can be passed on to equity investors. Alternatively,
the gain may be retained to improve the transaction as a whole.
If an asset has defaulted, arbitrage CDO transactions usually allow the asset
manager considerable discretion with regard to workout and disposition.

The asset manager’s trading ability is constrained by rules relating to replacement
assets. CDOs generally require that the purchase of replacement assets should
maintain or improve a range of key credit measures, including weighted average
rating, weighted average recovery rate, weighted average maturity, weighted average
coupon and spread, as well as various concentration limits. In addition, CDO
transactions typically require the replacement of the full par amount of securities that
asset managers have sold due to improvement in credit quality (which is usually
associated with higher price).
Proceeds from the sale of assets can be reinvested immediately if the manager can
find replacement assets that meet all the reinvestment criteria. The sooner cash
proceeds are reinvested in suitable portfolio collateral, the lower will be the negative
carry resulting from the temporary investment of cash proceeds in lower-yielding,
short-term investments. However, guideline restrictions often prevent the speedy
replacement of assets. These restrictions include:
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n

Minimum Ratings of Assets The purpose of this restriction is to size the expected
loss in the transaction, based on a maximum weighted average rating factor
(equivalent to a minimum rating) for the portfolio as a whole. A small (and
declining) fraction of transactions have also used the “rating bucket” approach,
which requires certain minimum or maximum percentages of assets to fall within
specified rating categories.

n

Maximum Maturity Test This test usually takes the form of a maximum weighted
average maturity for the portfolio as a whole, which is usually shorter than the
legal final maturity of the CDO’s liabilities. However, many transactions also
specify maximum maturity buckets for individual securities. The latter approach is
viewed as more restrictive, and is giving way to the weighted average maturity
approach. Most transactions require that all but a negligible portion (2% to 3%) of
assets mature before the CDO’s liabilities’ legal final maturity date. For securities
that mature after the legal final maturity date, rating agencies normally assume a
sale at distressed prices on or before the legal final maturity date, which may
result in higher subordination levels.

n

Maximum and Minimum Limits on Various Asset Types These include limits on
non-conventional assets that fall outside of the realm of the transaction. For
example, most high yield CDOs impose restrictions on the amount of bank loans,
ABS, MBS and emerging market debt that may be included in the transaction.

n

Maximum and Minimum Limits on Fixed and Floating Rate Assets This restriction
protects the transaction against adverse moves in interest rates. At closing, most
CDO transactions enter into interest rate hedges, which rating agencies test for
the life of the transaction.
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CDO Equity Return Analysis
Scenario Analysis
and Assumptions

The return on CDO equity investment depends on a number of factors. Since the
return is leveraged, investors can expect a higher return than what they would earn
from a similar portfolio on a non-leveraged basis. By the same token, return on CDO
equity investment demonstrates proportionately greater sensitivity to incidences that
adversely impact returns.
Equity return analysis will differ for each CDO and must carefully consider the key
variables to which each transaction is sensitive, depending on its structural elements
and underlying assets. These variables include: portfolio assets, portfolio purchase
price, defaults, timing and volume of default, recovery rate upon default, timing of
recovery, trading losses, coupon and spread on assets and liabilities, changes in
interest rate (especially if the assets are fixed rate and the liabilities are floating rate or
vice versa), hedging mechanics, trigger levels, frequency of payments on assets and
liabilities, payments waterfall, etc. Due to the sheer number of possible combinations
of these variables, and the complexity of their interaction, no two CDO transactions
will produce the same returns under the same market conditions.
Table 8 gives some sample assumptions for a hypothetical CDO equity return
analysis:
TABLE 8:
SAMPLE ASSUMPTIONS FOR EQUITY RETURN ANALYSIS

1.

Par Amount of the Portfolio = $300 million

2.

Amount Invested at Closing = $255 million

3.

Ramp-up Period = 3 months

4.

Investment during Ramp-up = $15 million at the end of each month after Closing

5.

Reinvestment Period = 5 years

6.

Weighted Average Maturity of the Initial Portfolio = 8.5 years

7.

Legal Final Maturity = 12 years

8.

Purchase Price of Initial Collateral = 96%

9.

Purchase Price of Reinvested Collateral = 100%

10. Libor Rates = Forward Curve
11. Portfolio’s Weighted Average Coupon = 9.5% per annum
12. Portfolio’s Weighted Average Spread = 250 basis points per annum
13. Portfolio Default Rate = 1% to 8% per annum
14. Weighted Average Recovery Rate = 35%
15. Recovery Timing = One year after default
16. Senior Asset Management Fee = 15 basis points per annum
17. Subordinated Asset Management Fee = 35 basis points per annum
18. Trading Losses = 1% per annum
19. Trading Gains = None
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Impact of Assets’
Purchase Price

The purchase price of the assets has tremendous impact on the overall return on the
CDO equity. Assets bought at discount permit the purchase of greater par amount and
produce correspondingly higher income. However, the price discount often reflects
deterioration in credit quality. The asset manager’s credit decision to invest in assets
trading at a substantial discount is therefore critically important to the ultimate
performance of the CDO in general and the equity in particular.

Impact of
Default Rates,
Timing and Spikes

Defaults also have a pronounced impact on the equity returns. This is particularly true
if the defaults happen early in the life of the transaction. Everything else being
constant, early defaults reduce or terminate payments to the equity and generally
result in lower expected equity returns.
CHART 8:
IMPACT OF DEFAULT RATE ON EXPECTED EQUITY IRR
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CHART 9:
IMPACT OF DEFAULT TIMING ON EXPECTED EQUITY IRR
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CHART 10:
IMPACT OF SPIKE IN DEFAULT RATE ON EXPECTED EQUITY IRR
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Impact of Coupon
and Spread

Everything else being equal, higher coupons earned on the assets should result in
higher equity returns. However, securities that pay higher coupons are generally rated
lower, and their propensity to default is higher. Therefore, the optimal mix of coupon
and credit risk is an important determinant of a CDO’s performance.

Impact of Recovery
Rate and Timing

The amount of recovery subsequent to default is very important. Often, higher
recoveries require longer workout periods, resulting in negative carry for the
transaction. Further, many transactions require defaulted assets to be sold within a
predetermined period following default. Also, recovery rates will depend on the type of
the asset in default, its position in the obligor’s capital structure and its liquidity in the
market.

Impact of
Trading Gains
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Trading gains and losses can have considerable impact on a CDO transaction. The
impact of trading losses on equity returns will be similar to lower returns through
higher default rates. Conversely, trading gains can offset default losses and improve
overall equity returns.

Summary of Major Risks for CDO Investors
Like any other structured finance product, investment in CDOs involves risk. A clear
understanding of the risks, mitigants and potential rewards for taking these risks are
imperative for all CDO investors and asset managers. The major risks associated with
investment in and/or managing CDOs have been discussed at length in the preceding
pages. Some of these are summarized below:
Credit Risk

Credit risk refers to the risk of default on a CDO’s investment portfolio. While
overcollateralization provides protection from losses to the rated notes, equity
investors do not have the benefit of overcollateralization and subordination. However,
CDO transactions are usually structured to provide equity investors with the targeted
returns assuming a given amounts of losses on the underlying portfolio (see page 40
“Table 8: Sample Assumptions for Equity Returns Analysis”). Equity investors should
weigh their expected returns against the likelihood of those losses and other
assumptions.

Interest Rate Risk

The interest rate risk arises from various factors in CDOs and depends on the
complexity of structure and the nature of hedging. In most arbitrage cash flow CDOs it
is in the form of basis risk i.e. a mismatch between fixed and floating rates asset and
liabilities. Most arbitrage CDOs hedge this risk with interest rate swaps, caps, and/or
floors. However, the interest rate risk in CDOs is difficult to hedge fully due to the
active management of assets, limited ability to buy or sell interest rate hedges, active
management and embedded optionalities.

Liquidity Risk

The liquidity risk in the CDO notes are of two types. First, the secondary market for
CDO notes is, at best, fairly limited. This is particularly true of the tranches rated
below AAA. Second, CDOs often invest in assets that may have limited liquidity.
Depending on the amount of exposure to the relatively illiquid assets, the asset
manager may not be able to liquidate / substitute some assets when needed. The
liquidity risk would be enhanced if the relatively illiquid assets mature after the legal
final maturity date of the CDO’s notes and equity. This risk also usually arises in
CDOs from the inclusion of zero-coupon bonds, step-up bonds, PIK bonds, and bonds
that make interest payment less frequently (e.g. annually) than the notes issued by
the CDO (e.g. semi-annually).

Prepayment Risk

The prepayment risk in CDOs is mostly borne by the senior most notes since the
payments waterfall in most arbitrage cash flow CDOs is sequential. This risk is
enhanced in transactions that have tighter coverage ratios. Transactions which are
structured with lesser room between initial coverage ratios and the levels at which
they are breached would have greater prepayment risk. Furthermore, all other things
remaining constant, tighter triggers can allow lower subordination at the same rating
level. It should, however, be remembered that breaching a trigger may not always
result in a pay down of the senior notes. The senior notes are usually repaid from
principal repayments on assets. If a CDO invested mostly in long-dated, bullet
maturity assets (like high yield bonds), there may not be any cash available from
principal repayments to effect the repayment of the senior notes.

Reinvestment Risk

CDOs’ investment guidelines can often be too restrictive. Although these restrictions
are designed to protect the investors, they can result in delays in reinvestment of
available proceeds in assets that satisfy the reinvestment criteria. Such delays result
in negative carry, i.e., interest earned on short-term liquid investment would be lower
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than the interest paid on the liabilities. Negative carry would also impact the expected
return on the CDO’s equity.
Asset Manager Risk
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Asset manager’s expertise and ability to manage the CDO’s portfolio of assets is
inextricably linked with its success. Arbitrage CDO’s cannot be extricated from its
manager’s expertise and reputation. This is less true for bank balance sheet CDOs,
which are not as actively managed. Asset manager’s decisions regarding portfolio
composition, trading, timing of sale and purchase, etc. are crucial to a CDO’s
performance. Another form of this risk arises from changes in portfolio management
team (e.g. departure of a key portfolio manager), which could potentially have an
adverse, albeit short-term, impact on an asset manager’s ability to manage a CDO.

Currency Risk

CDO have made forays into investing in assets denominated in more than one
currency. This feature has been facilitated by the introduction of euro in early 1999.
Such transactions have so far been fairly limited. The foreign currency risks in CDOs
are complex and difficult to hedge fully. The direction of interest rate movements over
long periods coupled with the amount and timing of prepayment, sale, default,
recoveries, reinvestment, mandatory redemption upon breach of coverage tests and
trading restrictions result in a large number of possible combination of events that can
cause currency loss or gain. The CDO investors should carefully evaluate currency
hedges in each transaction with possible exposure to currency risk.

Counterparty/
Bivariate Risk

CDOs typically limit the counterparty credit risk by dealing only with highly rated
entities for interest rate hedges, foreign currency hedges, credit derivates, loan
participations and securities lending (if any). Bivariate risk in CDOs refers to the risk
that payments on an underlying debt instrument could be interrupted by the declining
credit quality of another entity. For example, credit linked notes are subject to the
credit risk of the counterparty in addition to the credit risk of the referenced obligor.
Similarly, repayment of debt issued by corporate obligors in the emerging markets
could be impeded by the sovereign’s ability to enact laws that could limit or prevent
the availability of foreign currencies to corporations for debt servicing.

Systemic Risk

And finally, all of the risks discussed above will be more pronounced in an economic
downturn that may result in large-scale ratings downgrade and/or defaults. Sharp
increase in ratings downgrade is concomitant with economic downturn and
emblematic of systemic risk. CDO notes may be downgraded solely due to
downgrade of sufficient number of underlying assets. This risk may be greater for
CDOs with little or no cushion in their subordination levels. CDOs could potentially be
more prone to systemic risk than other investments due to a host of reasons such as
trading limitations arising primarily out of their status as a structured vehicle (with
limited financial and management flexibility). CDO structures, however, also provide
protection from systemic risk by insulating the investors from decline in market values
of the performing assets.

Glossary of Terms
Accrued Interest: The amount of interest accumulated on a performing bond that is
payable by the buyer to the seller when the bond’s sale is settled between the
payment dates on that bond.
Amortization Period: A period following the Reinvestment (or Revolving) Period
during which a CDO is not permitted to reinvest any principal repayments received
due to amortization, maturity, etc. Instead, any principal repayments received during
this period are used to repay the notes and make payments to the equity investors.
Some CDOs permit reinvestment of prepayments during this period, provided certain
requirements are fulfilled.
Arbitrage CDOs: Arbitrage transactions are structured to capture for equity (first loss)
investors the spread between the relatively high yielding assets and the lower yielding
liabilities represented by the rated notes.
Asset-Backed Securities (ABS): Structured finance securities backed by pools of
receivables, excluding mortgages. A wide range of assets, including credit card
receivables, home equity lines of credit, car loans and student loans, can be
securitized into ABS.
Call Date: The date prior to stated maturity on which a Callable Bond can be
redeemed.
Call Price: The price at which a bond can be called on its Call Date.
Call Premium: The excess of a bond’s Call Price over its Par Value.
Callable Bonds: A bond that provides its issuer an option to redeem the bond before
its stated or legal final maturity.
Capitalized Interest: Same as Deferred Interest.
Cash Flow CDO: A collateralized debt obligation that is structured to make payments
of interest and principal to its liabilities from the cash flow provided by the interest and
principal payments of its collateral, rather than from the trading and sales of its
collateral. Compare to Market Value CDO.
Cash Flow Collateralized Bond Obligation (Cash Flow CBO): A structured finance
product that issues securities whose repayments are backed by the cash flows of a
portfolio consisting mostly of bonds.
Cash Flow Collateralized Debt Obligation (Cash Flow CDO): A structured finance
product that issues securities whose repayments are backed by the cash flows of a
portfolio comprising one or more types of non-consumer debt instruments including
bonds, loans, asset-backed securities, etc. Cash Flow CDO is now generally used as
a generic term for both cash flow CBOs and cash flow CLOs.
Cash Flow Collateralized Loan Obligation (Cash Flow CLO): A structured finance
product that issues securities whose repayments are backed by the cash flows of a
portfolio consisting mostly of bank loans.
Collateralized Equity Obligation (CEO): A term often used for CDOs of private
equity.
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Collateralized Fund Obligation (CFO): A term often used for CDOs of hedge funds.
Class: Same as Tranche.
Collateral Quality Tests: Tests that ensure that the CDO’s collateral portfolio is
properly invested by asset class, maturity, rating, etc., according to the guidelines of
the transaction. These tests typically vary between different CDO transactions,
depending on each transaction’s structure and guidelines. Some tests may require
minimum and maximum Concentration Limits.
Commercial and Industrial (C&I) Loans: Loans made by banks to commercial and
industrial clients. These loans may be made to obligors that are rated investment
grade or non-investment grade.
Concentration Limits: The limits imposed by a CDO’s diversity guidelines that
restrict how the CDO diversifies its collateral among obligors, industries, regions,
asset types, floating rate assets, fixed rate assets, annual pay bonds, PIK Bonds, etc.
Coupon Rate: The stated rate of interest paid on a bond. Also known as Coupon.
Coverage Ratios: Generally refer to both Interest Coverage Ratios and
Overcollateralization Ratios (Par Coverage Ratios).
Coverage Tests: Ongoing tests used by CDOs to maintain a minimum
Overcollateralization Ratio and a minimum Interest Coverage Ratio usually for each
rated class of notes. If the minimum Coverage Ratios are not met on any payment
date, cash available from interest receipts and/or principal repayments is diverted to
repay the rated notes. Such repayment is usually made sequentially and reinvestment
in assets is generally not permitted.
Credit Default Swap: A type of Credit Derivative contract under which a counterparty
agrees to make periodic payments to another counterparty in return for making a
payment upon default by the obligor of a reference debt obligation.
Credit Derivative: Derivative contracts traded over-the-counter whose value is
derived, in part, from the credit performance of asset or assets referenced in the
contracts. Credit derivatives can be structured to allow investors to assume some but
not all the risks embedded in reference debt instruments. For example, credit
derivatives may be used to create synthetic securities with a maturity shorter than the
tenor of the reference debt instrument. Examples of credit derivatives include asset
swaps, credit default swaps, total return swaps, credit-linked notes, and credit spread
derivatives.
Credit-linked Note: A structured note embedded with a Credit Derivative, which may
reference credit risk of an asset or a portfolio of assets. The credit-linked note (CLN)
converts the credit derivative into a cash investment that can be tailored to investors’
preferences with respect to tenor, currency, fixed or floating interest rate, etc.
Deferred Interest: The amount of interest that a Payment-in-kind (PIK) Bond may
capitalize i.e. that it may add to the principal instead of paying in cash. Also known as
Capitalized Interest.
Default: The failure of an obligor to pay interest and/or principal when it is due and
payable.
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Defeasance: A technique of repaying a debt prior to its maturity by placing risk-free
assets (or assets of an acceptable risk level) in an escrow account whose cash flows
are used to repay the defeased debt. In CDOs, this technique is typically utilized in
structuring principal protected investments for the equity investors.
Discount: The excess of a bond’s Par Value over its market value.
Diversification: The inclusion of various types of assets in a portfolio in order to
reduce risk and improve performance.
Early Amortization Triggers: Coverage Tests included in CDOs whose failure on
any payment date result in the diversion of a CDO’s cash flows towards curing these
tests. In some CDOs, if the assets rated ‘Caa’/‘CCC’ or lower become a sufficiently
large part of the portfolio (e.g. 7.5% or more of the par amount of the CDO’s assets), it
may also cause early amortization of liabilities.
Face Amount: Same as Par Value or Par Amount.
Hedging: The strategy of offsetting business or investment risk in one security or
portfolio of securities with another investment or transaction. In CDOs, for example,
interest rate swaps are frequently used to hedge the basis risk arising from the
payment obligations on floating rate liabilities from the cash flows of fixed rated
assets.
High Yield: A debt instrument that is rated below investment grade (i.e. below BBB- /
Baa3) by the debt rating agencies. This term is generally used for non-investment
grade bonds.
Interest Coverage Ratio: For each class of notes, the ratio of the amount of interest
collected from a CDO’s assets to the amount of interest due on that note class and on
the note classes senior to it.
Investment Grade Debt: A debt instrument that is rated BBB- / Baa3 or higher by the
debt rating agencies.
Leveraged Loans: Loans made by banks to corporate entities that are generally
rated non-investment grade. These loans are usually made in connection with
leveraged buyouts (LBOs) and mergers and acquisitions (M&As).
Legal Final Maturity: The date on which a debt instrument is due and payable in full.
Liquidity: The measure of the ease or difficulty with which securities (bonds, loans,
promissory notes, etc.) can be bought or sold in the market. Securities that can be
traded easily are said to be highly liquid. The liquidity of a security depends on a
number of factors, including the number of buyers and sellers.
Market Value CDO: A collateralized debt obligation that is structured to make
payments of interest and principal to its liabilities from the trading and sale of its
collateral, rather than from cash flow provided by the interest and principal payments
of its collateral. Compare to Cash Flow CDO.
Mandatory Redemption: The early repayment of principal of CDO notes required to
cure the failure of one or more Coverage Test.
Monoline Bond Insurer: Insurance companies, usually rated AAA / Aaa, that
specialize in providing credit insurance that guarantees the performance of various
types of debt, including senior tranches issued by CDOs.
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Mortgage-Backed Securities (MBS): Securities whose repayments are backed by a
portfolio of residential and commercial mortgages.
Non-Investment Grade Debt: A debt instrument that is rated BB+ / Ba1 or lower by
the debt rating agencies. Also known as Speculative Grade Debt.
Negative Carry: Loss resulting from the financing cost, or the cost of carrying a debt
used to finance assets, being greater than the yield earned on those assets. In the
CDO context, negative carry can result from the investment of cash proceeds in highquality short-term securities that generate interest income that is lower than the
interest paid to CDO liabilities. This usually occurs when cash is invested in short-term
investments until the next payment date, either to pay down liabilities or to reinvest in
portfolio assets that meet the CDO’s reinvestment guidelines. Also called Negative
Arbitrage.
Non-call Period: A period during which a debt may not be called for Redemption.
Optional Redemption: The prepayment of a CDO’s liabilities usually at the option of
equity investors. Optional redemption can not occur during the CDO’s Non-call Period.
Original Issue Discount (OID) Bonds: Bonds that are issued at substantial discount
to par. Zero Coupon Bonds are an example of OIDs. OID bonds may pay Coupons
that are lower than market rate at the time of issuance but their yield is adjusted
through Discount.
Overcollateralization: The excess of the par amount of collateral available to secure
one or more classes of notes over the par amount of those notes.
Overcollateralization Ratio: For each note class, the ratio of the par amount of a
CDO’s assets to the outstanding par amount of that note class and the note classes
senior to it. (Defaulted assets are generally counted at a predetermined discount to
par.)
Par Coverage Ratio: Same as Overcollateralization Ratio
Par Value: The principal amount of a bond or loan that is payable at maturity. Also
known as Face Amount or Par Amount.
Payments Waterfall: The order in which payments must be made to the holders of
CDO’s debt and equity and various other parties like Trustee, Asset Manager, Hedge
Counterparties, Monoline Bond Insurer, etc. involved in a CDO transaction. Also
known as Waterfall or Priority of Payments.
Payment-in-kind (PIK) Bond: A bond that gives its issuer the option at each
payment date of capitalizing interest i.e. issuing additional par amount of the same
security instead of making scheduled payments of interest in cash. The par amount of
new issuance will be equal to the amount of interest to be paid. CDOs also issue
Tranches that may capitalize / defer interest.
Prepayment: The unscheduled repayment, either in part or in full, of the principal of a
debt before it is due. Fixed income instruments often carry a prepayment penalty in
the form of a Call Premium.
Premium: The excess of a bond’s market value over its Par Value.
Principal: The Par Value of a bond or a loan.
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Principal Coverage Ratio: Same as Overcollateralization Ratio or Par Coverage
Ratio.
Priority of Payments: Same as Payments Waterfall.
Ramp-up Period: A period of time (usually between 3 to 6 months) beginning on the
day of closing, during which the CDO is required to buy assets with any proceeds of
the notes and equity that remain uninvested at closing.
Ramp-up Risk: The risk of adverse price and spread movements during the ramp-up
period that could make the assets more expensive to acquire and/or their credit
spreads tighter, ultimately leading to lower yield on the CDO equity.
Redemption: The repayment of principal prior to the maturity of a bond or note.
Reinvestment Period: A period, generally between of 3 to 5 years, during which a
CDO is permitted to reinvest any principal proceeds received due to amortization,
maturity, prepayment, sale, etc. Not all CDOs have a reinvestment period.
Revolving Period: Same as Reinvestment Period.
Securitization: The process by which financial assets (consumer and/or commercial)
are pooled together and sold to a Special Purpose Vehicle (SPV) that issues liability
and equity tranches that are secured with the financial assets. The securities issued
as a result of securitization are usually classified as either Mortgage-Backed
Securities or Asset-Backed Securities.
Sequential Repayment of Principal: A method of repayment of the principal of CDO
liabilities that requires principal repayment of the senior most outstanding class before
applying any amount to the repayment of the principal of the next senior class.
Special Purpose Vehicle (SPV): A trust, corporation, partnership, or a limited liability
company that is set up to buy assets and issue debt and equity tranches.
Securitization is facilitated by the use of SPVs. Also known as special purpose entities
(SPEs) and special purpose corporations (SPCs).
Step-up Bond: A bond whose Coupon Rate increases from a predetermined date.
Some step-up bonds may not pay any interest up to a certain date i.e. initially they
may be Zero Coupon Bonds.
Subordination: The cumulative par amount of liabilities that are subordinated to any
class of notes issued by a CDO or any other form of structured financing.
Synthetic CDO Structure: A type of CDO structure that use Dredit Derivatives to
transfer risk and may or may not involve sale and purchase of securities for cash.
Instead credit risk is transferred through credit derivatives that reference a portfolio of
credit exposures (e.g. loans and debt securities). The liability structure of Synthetic
CDOs may be fully or partially non-funded.
Tranche: A class of an Asset-Backed Security. While each tranche (or class) is
issued under the same documentation, the terms of each tranche may differ in terms
of interest rate, maturity, etc.
Warehousing: The acquisition of assets in an escrow account on behalf of the CDO
prior to the closing date.
Warehousing Facility: A debt facility set up for the purpose of acquiring assets prior
to the CDO’s closing date.
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Waterfall: Same as Payments Waterfall.
Zero Coupon Bonds: Bonds that do not pay any coupon in cash prior to maturity.
The investors in zero coupon bonds receive one payment at maturity or at the call
date. Zero coupon bonds do not have any Reinvestment Risk as the yield is locked in
at the time of purchase provided the bond is held to maturity.
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